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The Stokesdrift argumentput forth by Coy et al. (1986) to explain the monthly mean downward
vertical velocities observed in the summer polar mesosphere by radars is critically re-exanfined.
The size of the effect is quite sensitive to the choice of gravity wave wavenumber and phase speed.

We reproducethe Coy et al. (1986) result for a monochromaticgravity wave and then generalize
to a Garrett-Munk type spectrum. This allows us to easily incorporate experimentally determined
wave field parameters in order to predict a Stokes drift magnitude. The Stokes drift we calculate

for mesosphericspectra reported in the literature is less than 4 cm/s. This is nearly a factor
of 10 smaller than the mean June and July downward vertical velocities we have verified from
4-year averaging of the Poker Flat, Alaska, radar data base. In this extended analysis we also
find that the upward winter mean vertical velocity is smaller than previously reported but still in
apparent conflict with the mesospheric winter circulation theory. We suggest, as an alternative to
the Stokes drift idea, that the observed sununer velocity might be the terminal velocity of charged
aerosols. Such an explanation would have the advantage of relating the mean velocity observations
to the large VHF radar cross section exhibited by the polar sununer mesosphere. This possible
connection is discussedfurther in a companion paper.

INTRODUCTION

months, while in the winter an upward mean velocity of 10-

The polar summermesosphere
is at least 70øK colderthan
radiative equilibrium calculations predict. In fact, temper-

atures as low as 120øK have been reported [yon Zahn and
Meyer, 1989]. Only a mechanicallyforced circulationwith
upward massflow near the summer pole can explain this low
temperature. Such a circulation is provided, for example, by

20 cm/s existed. The winter monthly meanshad larger error
bars because the radar echoes are far more sporadic. Hmvever, the summer observations are of high quality and are
clearly in contradiction to theory in both sign and magnitude. On the other hand, the zonal and meridional monthly
means determined by the same radar agreed with the seasonal circulation theory, showing an equatorward motion of

the zonal forcing due to breaking gravity waves[Linzcn,
the order of 10 m/s in the summer and a weaker poleward
1981; Holton, 1982, 1983; Matsuno, 1982]. In the summer,
motion in the winter. We emphasize that if one believes the
westwardpropagating gravity wavesare filtered out by the
westward stratospheric and mesosphericjet. Eastward prop-

agating waves pass through this region and deposit their
momentum in the upper mesosphere.This wave-momentum
deposition represents an eastward force acting on the mean
flow and causes a reduction in the magnitude of the westward jet. The Coriolis force approximately bMances this
eastward force due to waves, resulting in a meridional motion away from the pole. Continuity then requires an upward
motion near the pole. This upward motion should be of the
order of I cm/s to explain the observedlow temperatures.

For example•the modelof Holton[1983],whichincludesthe
zonal drag due to breaking gravity waves, produces an upward motion in the upper summer mesosphereof about 1
In order to make statistically significant measurementsof
small mean verticM velocities in the presence of large fluctuations• long-term observationsare necessary. The radar

meridional velocity measurements, then the polar vertical
velocity measurements are extremely puzzling. The meridional mass flow away from the pole must be supplied by
rising mass near the pole.
The

Poker

Flat

radar

observations

have

been

corrobo-

rated in large part by the Saskatoon, Canada, MF radar

for a year of observationsin 1985-1986 [Meek and Manson,
1989], even though these researchersobserveda changein
the sign of the mean winter vertical velocity near 90 kin.
In addition, the Cornell University Portable Radar Interfer-

o•neter(CUPRI) alsoobserveda downwardverticalvelocity
of 14 cm/s in the upper mesosphereduring a 1988 summer
campaignfrom northern Norway [Hall, 1991], althoughthe
CUPRI data set represents only about 5 days of data and
so is barely significant statistically.

Coy et al. [1986] put forth an argument explaining the

summer vertical velocity observations as due to the induced
Eulerian velocity of second-ordercompressionalgravity wave
observationsfrom Poker Flat• Alaska [Ecklundand Balsley• effects. In the presence of large wave oscillations, a mean

1981]for 1979-1985providesucha data set. Usinga portion
residualLagrangian
motion• candifferfromthe Eulerian
of this data, Balsleyand Riddle [1984]reportedthat during
(fixed point) motion•. If we assumethat the backscatteris

the period of May 1980 through July 1981 a downward average velocity of 20-30 cm/s w• detected in the summer
Copyright 1992 by the American GeophysicM Union.

beam filling and that the radiation scatterersfaithfully track
the atmospheric motion, then a radar measures Eulerian
motions of the atmosphere. The difference between averages
made
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It is important to note that the vertical beam must

The adiabatic cooling necessaryto explain the summer temperatureis a statementabout expansionof fluid parcels,and

be truly closeto vertical. As Balsley and Riddle [1984]

its magnitudeis given by the vertical velocityfollowingthe
parcels. This is a Lagrangian velocity, and the temperature
measurementsdictate it shouldbe about I cm/s upward. A
Stokesdrift magnitudemuchlarger than 1 cm/s will imply
a Eulerian velocity approximately equal and oppositeto the
Stokesdrift. Now, slightly compressionalwaveshave components of parcel motions in the direction of phase propagation, resultingin a nonzeroStokesdrift. For a monochromatic gravity wave, Coy et al. [1986]expressthis Stokes

pointed out, tropopausemeasurementsindicated large seasonal mean zonal and meridional winds, while mean vertical
winds were zero within the limits of measurement. This precludesthe possibility of horizontal winds having a projected
component in the radar beam direction. It is possible for
a truly vertical beam to still experience horizontal contamination of the vertical velocity if the scattering layers being
advectedthrough the radar volumeare both aspectsensitive
and tilted off horizontal. In fact, polar mesosphericsummer

drift in terms of the horizontal phase velocity and, choosing

echoinglayersare often aspectsensitive[Czechowsky
et al.,

1988],and Palmer et al. [1991]haveobserveda significant
Stokesdrift (downwardEulerian). This valuehasthe right influence of this effect on vertical velocity determinations.
sign, although its magnitude is smaller than the observed However, if this aspect sensitivity effect is to be influential
valuesfor the wave parameters,obtain ,,- 10 cm/s upward

over long-term averages,the scatteringlayers would need to

20-30 cm/s.

In this paper we extend the analysisof the regionby have a preferredtilt direction. Hall [1991],usingthe Poker
studying4 yearsof PokerFlat data. The puzzlingdown- Flat data base, has seenno evidencefor such a preferred tilt
ward mean summer vertical velocity is observedin all 4

direction.

In Figure 1 we showa compositeyear of monthly average
years. In orderto interpretthe resultswe start with the
assumption
that the radarDopplermeasurements
faithfully zonal velocities averaged into four height bins. The data

reflectthe atmospheric
fluid velocity(the assumption
ma.de are taken from the two years 1981 and 1982. The error
by Coyet al. [1986]).We thenattemptto explainthe verti- bars represent the rms fluctuations divided by the square
calvelocityobservations
by employing
the Coyet al. [1986] root of the number of samples, the statistical uncertainty
Stokesdrift analysis.The magnitudeof the Stokesdrift ef- in knowledgeof the mean assuminga normal distribution.
fect is determinedby makinguseof gravity wavespectral The strong summer westward jet is readily apparent, as is
observationsfrom various locations, including Poker Flat.

As shall be seen, the resultingStokesdrift is lessthan 4

cm]s,toosmallby almosta factorof 10to explainthesum-

a weaker winter eastward jet. As expected, the magnitude
of the jet is reduced at the top of the mesosphere.Figure 2
showsthe same plot for the meridional wind. Below 80 km

mer meanverticalvelocity.As part of a possiblealternative

explanationwequestionthe assumption
that radarscatterersfaithfullyfollowthe neutral atmospheric
motionin the
summerpolarmesosphere.
In the discussion
sectionwesuggestthat theobserved
meanvelocity
isproduced
bycharged
aerosols
fallingunderthe influenceof gravity.A companion
paper[Choet al., thisissue]explores
otherimplications
of
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chargedaerosolsfor the summermesosphere.
DATA

OVERVIEW

The Balsleyand Riddle[1984]paper, whichfirst brought
attention to the unexpected values for the monthly mean
vertical velocities, reported on slightly over I year of data.
It seemed worthwhile to look at a longer length of data,

+50]
,
0

....................................

-50

given the importanceof the result in understandingmiddle atmosphericcirculation. This was easily done because
hourly averagesof the three wind velocitycomponentsexist
now as part of the National Center for AtmosphericRe-

search(N CAR) data base. As the experimentalsetuphas
beendiscussed
extensivelyelsewhere[Balsleyet al., 1980],
we describe it only very briefly here. The radar operated

+50

at Poker Flat, Alaska (65øN, 147øW), from 1979 to 1985.
Three beams were used for transmitting and receiving: one
vertical and two orthogonal beams 15ø off vertical. From
the three measured Doppler shifts, the wind vector may be
constructed. The height resolution is approximately 2 km,
and data were recorded every few minutes, although in the
NCAR data base only hourly averagesare reported. Sum-

mer mesosphericdata are relatively continuousdue to the
strengthof polar mesospheric
summerechoes,while the winter mesosphericechoesare far more sporadic. Most of the
echoesin the upper winter mesosphereare likely due to meteor trails.
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Fig. 1. Mean monthly valuesof the compositeyear formed

from 1981and 1982data. Positiveis to the east(eastward).
Data have been averagedinto four height bins, and the error bars are the rms fluctuation divided by the root of the
number of samples. Notice the strong summer eastwardjet
and weaker westwardjet in the lower two height bins. These
jets are substantially closed by the top of the mesosphere.
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Fig. 2. The same as Figure 1 but showingthe meridional

Fig. 3. A composite year of monthly average vertical ve-

wind. Positiveis to the north (northward). The lower two locities employing 4 years and 3 months of data. Note that
height bins do not display well-structured seasonaldepen- the velocity scale is 100 times smaller than Figures 1 and 2.
dence. In the upper mesospherehowever, where the zonal The summer months in the upper mesosphere show a clear

jet is being reduced,there is motion toward the winter pole. downward motion 20-30 cm/s in magnitude. The winter
months

This is particularly noticeable in the summer months.

are near

zero.

summer vertical velocity measurementsare still in conflict
80 km, where the zonal jet is being significantly reduced with the mesosphericcirculation theory, and they certainly
in magnitude by gravity wave momentum deposition, the cannot be explained by the Stokes drift mechanism. A gravsummer meridional wind is 10-15 m/s equatorward, while ity wave Stokes drift effect cannot induce an upward Eulethe winter valuesare a few to 10 m/s poleward. Again, this dan mean flow unlessthe gravity waveshave upward phase
is consistent with an upper mesospheric summer-to-winter
propagation, which is not observed. Moreover, even if we
circulation cell forced by the wave activity, and it is also considered the nonsummer mean vertical velocity to be apconsistent with the 1-year analysis of Balsley and Riddle proximately zero, the Stokes drift mechanism still apparently fails in this season.It would need to turn off or greatly
[1984].
In Figure 3 we form a composite year of monthly mean diminishin magnitude,but Meek and Manson[1989]seeno
vertical velocities incorporating 4 years and 3 months of data evidence for greatly reduced gravity wave activity in the
from September 1979 to December 1983. Note that the ve- winter mesospherecompared to summer. However, we note
locity axis has been rescaled by a factor of 100 from that of that Hall [1991]has suggestedthat the sparseradar scatFigures I and 2. The multiyear averaginghas not diminished tering in the winter mesospheremay cause radars not to
the strong downward summer motion first reported for a sin- be sensitiveto the Eulerian mean flow induced by a Stokes
the seasonal variation is not well structured. However, above

gle year by Balsleyand Riddle [1984]. We emphasizeagain
that this vertical velocity observation is in contradiction to
the mesosphericcirculation theory in both sign and magnitude.

The

simultaneous

observations

of downward

and

drift.
THEORETIC^L

DEVELOPMENT

Our goal is to derive an expressionfor the gravity waveinduced Stokes drift in terms of gravity wave spectral parameters. Experimentally determined values of these parameters can then be employed to see whether or not the
than thoseoriginallyreportedby Balsleyand Riddle[1984]. resulting Stokes drift magnitude is large enough to explain
The averagenonsummer(monthsexcludingMay, June,July, the puzzling vertical velocity observations. Before writing
and August) vertical velocityfor the 4.25-yearperiod is 2 down equations, however, it is useful to briefly outline qualq- I cm/s upward. Becauseof the larger magnitude of the itatively the physics involved, as it is somewhat counterindownward summer mean vertical velocity, in this paper we tuitive. Hall [1991]containsa more thoroughdiscussion.
concentrate
on this season.
In the next section we look
Any finite amplitude wave that has a component of fluid
closely at the Stokes drift mechanism to see if it can ex- parcel motion parallel to the phasepropagation will produce
plain the observed downward monthly mean values in the a Stokesdrift. The fluid parcels will spend slightly more time
summer. However, although smaller in magnitude the non- moving with the phase propagation then against and will
equatorward flow near the pole are not consistent with mass
continuity.
The upward winter vertical velocity values are smaller
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therefore have a net drift in this direction. Now, external
boundary conditions may dictate that the total mass flow is
zero. There

must then be an induced mean flow that cancels

the Stokes drift.

In the polar summer mesospherethe total vertical mass
flow rate is determined by continuity from the horizontal
flow away from the pole. Normalized by the density, this

The moststraightforwardway to obtain p'w' for an acoustic gravity wave is to write down two-dimensionallinearized
equationsof motion on an f plane, assumeplane wave so-

lutions, derive a p' w' polarizationrelation, and perform
the averagingof the product. The momentum,energy,and
continuity equations for an atmosphere of uniform BruntV'gis'&l/ifrequency are

massflow rate is the small value of 1 cm/s upward. On the
other hand, there is significantgravity wave activity present
in the region, and these wavesmay have vertical Stokesdrifts
substantiallylarger in magnitudethan 1 cxn/s. A xneanvertical velocity must therefore be set up to approximately cancel the gravity wave Stokesdrift, so that the differenceis the
actual

mass flow rate.

It is counterintuitive

ut - f v' = -ck:•

(4)

!

vt + f u' : O

(5)

wt + gr = -(C)'z- •'IH)

(6)

but nevertheless
t

true that although the mean atmosphericfluid velocity at a
point in space may be downward, the mean mass flow rate
through the point can be zero or even upward. This ability
of the fluid, as will be demonstrated in equations, is due
to a correlation between the vertical velocity and density
fluctuations.

t

2

rt - (N2/g)w' = ckt/c

(7)

rt' + ux' + Wz

(8)

Hereu' andv' arezonalandmeridionalvelocityfluctuations,
d' = p'/• for thepressure
p', r' • p'/•, gis thegravitational

acceleration, N the Brunt-V'gis'gl/ifrequency, H the density
Gravity waveshave predominantly downward phasepropscaleheight, ! the local inertial frequency, c the soundspeed,
agation, and one might at first think that this would be the
and subscripts refer to differentiation.
direction of the Stokes drift. In fact, however, downward
Notice that this set is non-Boussinesq. In a Boussinesq
phasepropagating gravity waveshave upward Stokesdrifts.
atmospherewe would neglect the pressureterm in equation
Because of compressibility, the parcel trajectories are tilted
(7) and the time derivativein equation(8). However,equaoff the phase fronts in such a way that parcels actually are
tion (7) wouldthen imply that w' and r' (or p') are out
moving upward, in the direction of the group velocity, when
of phase, giving p'w' = O. It is the compressionaleffects
they have velocity componentsin the direction of downward
that produce a nonzero Stokes drift in the absence of wave
phasepropagation. The geometryis illustrated in Figure 2
envelopegradients.
of Coyet al. [1986].This upwardStokesdrift, if muchlarger
We now substitute plane wave solutionsand perform the
in magnitudethan 1 cm/s, impliestheremustbe inducedan
necessaryalgebra to obtain
approximately equal and opposite downward Eulerian mean
flow.

Our

aim is to determine

whether

this induced

mean

= CcosßIw' ,

flow has the correct magnitude to explain the radar observations.

The existenceof horizontal gradients in the wave amplitude can also cause gravity waves to have vertical Stokes
drifts. This type of drift does not require parcel motions
along the phase propagation direction and therefore is not
related to compressibility. It is unlikely, however, that averaged over a season,horizontal amplitude gradients will be
large enoughto producea Stokesdrift capableof explaining
the observed

(9)

where

vertical

velocities.

We now turn to equations. In the presenceof wave fluctuations the total mass flux is given by

=

+ p,w,,

(2)

where p is the atmosphericdensity, w the vertical velocity,
primes indicate wave fluctuating quantities, and overbars
indicate time averaging. The density normalizedmassflux
rate required to keep the summer mesopausethe observed

C_
----

w7rnH

X

g[(1- •)2 + 72rn2
H 2]
N:•

72m2H 2N:•12

•--•-)+
1-•-N2)2
+ [(1-•)(1-•72rn
2H2,

•--•-J
(10)

and

(b=arctan[
(1- •)(1- • •-,j-)+
w)

•-'•'
]. (11)

The wave intrinsic frequency is w, rn is the vertical wavenumber, and 7 is the ratio of specificheat at constant pressureto

constantvolume.Beforewe evaluateexpression
(9) by substituting (10) and (11), it is worthwhileto examinesome
limiting cases. First consider the magnitude factor, equa-

60ø-80øK below radiative equilibriumis approximately1 tion (10). In the limit, N2/w2 >> 1, thereare tworegimes
cm/s. On the other hand, the observedmagnitudeof ver- in m dependence.
For the Boussinesq
limit, rn2H2 >> 1,
tical velocity is much larger, so that if the Stokes drift is
responsiblefor the observedvertical velocities,we may say

N2 1

C ~ ----.
g

w

(12)

that

•

ptWt

---=--.
P

whilein the oppositelimit, rn2H2 << 1,
(3)

C~ 7N2 --1

(13)

Thetermp'w'/• is theverticalStokes
drift•s of wavemotion in the absenceof horizontal wave envelopegradients. The difference in C evaluated at the two wavenumber exFor a derivation of this expressionas the differencebetween tremesis onlythe numerical
factor7/2(1 - •) • 2.3. More
Lagrangian and Eulerian velocity averages,see Coy et al. importantly, we see that in either wavenumber regime, in
[1986].
this low frequencylimit the density-velocitycorrelation fac-
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Monochromatic

tor C increaseswith decreasingfrequency. This makesphysical sense. For a given magnitude of vertical velocity fluctuation a longer period will result in more vertical parcel
displacementrelative to the density scaleheight. This produces greater compressional effects, and it is these effects
that are responsiblefor the density-velocity correlation.
Now considerthe phase. In the low-frequencylimit, equa-

GW Stokes Drift

50

40

tion (11) becomes

7 2mH
1 -7mH]'
ß ,, arctan[(1
-- •-)

(14) •

30-

•

50
km

_

Again, this has interesting long and short vertical wavelength limits. For mH •

1,

• ,, arctan(-7mH)-,,
-•,•r

(15)

•

20-

•

-

showingthat in a Boussinesqatmosphere,density and vertical velocity are out of phase. This is the familiar scenario
of pure internal gravity waveswheredensityfluctuationsare
created solely by adiabatic expansionor compressionof vertical parcel displacement. The parcel motion is in a plane
perpendicular to the phase velocity, so that there is no net
mass flux. On the other hand, for mH •

1,

• ,,arctan[(1
- •)mU]
1 ~ •r

10-
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HORIZO•AL
PHASE SPEED (m/s)
Fig. 4. The Stokes drift of a gravity wave versus its in-

(16)trinsic horizontal phase speed for four different horizontal

Here, the backgrounddensityhas changedby so many scale wavelengths. The wave amplitude has been taken at satuheightsin one vertical wavelengththat the motion is closeto ration as the phase speed. This is identical to the result of
that of a surface wave at a density discontinuity. The propCoy et al. [1986].
agationof suchwavesis trapped in the horizontal at the disBecausethe long-term averageeffectof atmosphericgravcontinuity, and the lack of vertical phasepropagation means
there can be no vertical Stokes drift. This limit is unlikely

ity wavescannot be modeledmonochromatically,
it seems

to be physicallyrealized in the Earth's atmosphere,because
for most frequencies,it would requirehorizontal wavelengths
larger than the f plane approximationallows. Nevertheless,
it is apparent that there is an intermediate regime where
density and vertical velocity fluctuations are far frmn out of
phase. In fact, the phase goes through zero at

reasonable to obtain the Stokes drift for a spectrum of waves.

m=

1 7I

(17)

This is the wavenumber for which the wave is most strongly
coupled to the basic state. For a density scale height of 6
km the correspondingvertical wavelengthis about 114 km.

If, as argued by Coy et al. [1986], the wave amplitude
reaches saturation

and is therefore

limited

Waltersheidand Hocking[1991] have performednumerical
calculations of Stokes drifts for specific gravity wave spectra and arrived at results similar to those we will produce.
Spectrally integrating the Stokes drift has the advantage of
allowing us to employ observational determinations of spectral parameters in our evaluation. In order to do this we
replace the monochromatic wave magnitude with the two-

dimensionalvertical velocity fluctuation spectra E(w, m).
From equation(9) the expressionfor the Stokesdrift now
becomes

_$
tO • •I

am dwC(w
, m)cos•(m)E(w
, m). (19)

to the intrin-

sic phasespeedw/m, we can evaluateequation(9) for the

The frequency integration is performed from the inertial to

Stokesdrift. In Figure 4 we plot the Stokesdrift at this lim- the Brunt-Vtiis•l• frequency. The wavenumber integration
iting amplitude versusthe horizontal intrinsic phasespeed is insensitive to the limits as long as the lower limit is sig-

w/k (k the horizontalwavenumber).Here, ra has beenex-

nificantly smaller than the spectral bandwidth introduced

pressedin terms of k by employingthe dispersionrelation

below,and the upperlimit is muchlargerthan H -•.

In relating the gravity wave Stokesdrift to the vertical velocity fluctuation spectrmn, we have Inade the assumption
that all vertical velocity fluctuations in the frequency range
Figure 4 is identical to the family of curvesfroin Coy et al. f to N are due to gravity waves. A number of studies have
[1986].The valueof the Stokesdrift is quite sensitiveto the shown consistency between middle atmospheric observations
choiceof phasespeedand wavenumber.Coy et al. [1986] of frequency and wavenumber energy spectra and model en-

2 k2N2- w2 I w2
m - w•-f• 4H• • c•'

(18)

While this value is the same order as the reported downward

ergyspectraof gravity waves[Scheffierand Liu, 1985;Smith
et al., 1985, 1987; Muraoka et al., 1990]. On the other hand,
Gageet al. [1986]and Gage[1979]havearguedan imortant

velocities, it is significantly smaller than the observed 30

role for two-dimensional turbulence in horizontal velocity

chosemonochromaticwavevaluesof 40 m/s and 2•r/50 km,
respectively,to obtain an approximate 10 cm/s Stokesdrift.

cm/s downwardmeanvaluein June. Furthermore,we argue fluctuations. Such a role would influence our subsequent
next, using a different measureof the wave properties,that development. If two-dimensional turbulence is important,
10 cm/s is more likely an upper bound for the Stokesdrift, energy spectral parameters are not solely indicative of the
rather than a typical value.

atmospheric wave field, and we cannot employ these obser-
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p=2 t-3

vationally determinedparametersin a simpleway to obtain
the vertical velocityspectrumneededto evaluate(19). In
sucha scenariothe assumptionof gravity wavedominanceof
the energyspectrumwill lead to an overestimateof the total
vertical velocity variance and, therefore,an overestimateof
the Stokes drift. However, because our conclusionwill be

that the gravity wave Stokesdrift is too small in magnitude
to explain the seasonalmean vertical velocity measurements
in the polar summer mesosphere,if our calculated Stokes
drift magnitudeis an overestimate,our conclusionwill only
be strengthened.
The next step is to relate the vertical velocity spectrum
to a waveenergyspectrum. Note that for gravity wavesthe
vertical velocity representsa small part of the total wave
kinetic energy; except for very near the Brunt-V'•is'•l/i frequencythe horizontalvelocitydominates.In addition, there
is potential energyassociatedwith the motion againstmean
atmosphericstratification. Scheffierand Liu [1985] have
derived a relationshipbetweenenergy spectra and velocity componentspectrafor arbitrary velocitycomponentsin
a non-Boussinesqatmosphere. Their expression,evaluated

•0•'
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•

i i illll

•'0• i

i i i iiii . i i i IllIll

' •0 3

•0.2I
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Fig. 5. The Stokesdrift for a spectrumof downward
phasepropagatinggravity wavesversusthe bandwidthof

the wavenumber
energyspectrum(seetext for discussion).
Curves for four valuesof wave field energy density are plotted. Here, the spectralpowerlaws are t = 3 in wavenumber
and p = 2 in frequency.

p=5/3 t=3

•' 10/

/s.ora/•g•

I

for the vertical velocity, is

E(w,
m)= EoB(w)A(m)

(20)

where
10

--f2)(c2m2
+ +-•-w•)-

= -

(21
)

and

.

10

.

I IllIll

I I I IIIII

. I I I I IIlll

. J I I I Ill

-1

m,

Fig. 6. Identical to Figure 5, exceptthe frequencypower
law is p -- 5/3. This changein powerlaw roughlydoubles
the peak Stokesdrift value.

F(w)= 1+ •_ w2.
Here w• = c2/4H2-

(22) log (w) andlog (Az), whilein Figures8, 9, and 10, vertical

The wave energyspec- velocityspectrafor threevaluesof m, are plottedon •he

N 2.

same axes. For large m,, most of the vertical velocity enwherethe densityandvelocity
EoB(w)A(m)whereB(w)andA(m) havetheGarrett-Munk ergyis tied up in wavelengths
fluctuations are out of phase. On the other hand, as m, de[Garrettand Munk,1975]form
creases,increasinglyxnoreof the vertical velocityenergyis
p- 1 -r
(23) tied up in highfrequenciesfor all wavelengths.The densityvelocity correlationmagnitude goesinverselywith the wave
frequency.Thereforethere shouldexist an intermediatem,
and
that causesthe product of the correlationmagnitudeand
t- I
,-1
(24) vertical velocity spectrum to maximize.

trum, assumedseparablein frequencyand wavenumber,is

=

=

+

The wavefieldenergydensityE0 andthe wavenumber
bandDISCUSSION
width m, are parameters to be fit to observedspectra.
Referagainto Figure4. Coy et al. [1986]considera satThe frequencyand wavenumberpowerlaws p and t may
also be consideredas fitting parametersto observedspec- urated wave with 50 km horizontalwavelengthand 40 m/s
tra, althoughthereis theoreticalexpectationfor the values horizontal phasevelocity to obtain an approximateupward
p - 5/3 and t = 3. This is discussed
in a bit moredetail 10 cm/s Stokesdrift. However,to get the observed,,, 30
below. Our procedureis to use valuesfor E0, m,, p and t cm/s valuein June,we wouldneeda phasespeedof about
determined from various mesosphericobservationsto esti- 50 m/s. What magnitudeverticalvelocityfluctuationdoes
mate the Stokesdrift by numericalintegration of equation this imply? Takentogether,w/k • 50 m/s and k • 2•r/50
km imply the intrinsicfrequency
w • 0.006s-1, whichis
(19).
Figures5 and 6 displaythe spectrallyintegratedStokes roughlya third of the Brunt-V$iisal•ifrequency(considerdrift versus m, for various values of Eo. In Figure 5 the ing a 6-min Brunt-VKis'•l•period). The magnitudeof these
frequencypowerlaw index is p = 2, while in Figure 6 it quantitiesindicateswe may usethe approximatedispersion
is p = 5/3. We have not shownresultsof varyingthe relation
wavenumberpower law t becausethe integrationis insensitive to t in the area of t • 3 suggestedby experiment

[Muraokaet al., 1990].The curveshavepeakvaluesof m,

m

(

).

at A• • 21 km. That there should exist a maximum as a This givesa verticalwavelengthAz • 6 km. We will nowuse
function of m, can be understood by referring to Figures the saturation condition and the polarization relation from

7, 8, 9, and 10. Figure 7 is a surfaceplot of Gcosß versus the heat equationto set limits on the fluctuatingverticalve-

velocity-densitycorrelation

Fig. 7. A surfaceplot of themagnitudeof the fluctuatingdensity-vertical
velocitycorrelation.It is thiscorrelation,
zerofor incompressible
motion, that is responsible
for the Stokesdrift under consideration
here. The correlation
is plottedversuslogscalesof frequencyand verticalwavelength.The verticalaxisis linear. Seetext for discussion
of location of peak.

vertical velocity power spectrum
2•/m*

= 100km

Fig. 8. Surface
plot of the verticalvelocityfluctuation
spectrum
versus
log scales
of frequency
and vertical
wavelength.
Here,m, = 2•r/100km. The verticalaxisis linearandnormalized
to one.
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vertical velocitypower spectrum
2•/m*

-

20km

Fig. 9. The sameas Figure 8 but with m, = 2•r/20 km.

vertical velocitypower spectrum
2•/m*

-

2km

Fig. 10. The sameas Figure 8 but with m, = 2•r/2 km.
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locity amplitude. If we substitute plane wave solutions into

IN THE POLAR MESOSPHERE

8[}5

equation (19) provesto be insensitiveto the value of t in

equation(7), takethe z derivative,anddivideby wN2/g, the vicinity of 3. There is more controversy over the value
we obtain

rzt

Wt

_

g

of p. Saturated gravity wave theory assumesa frequency
power law of-5/3, a result observationallydetermined by

•

N2/g-- w/mq-c2N
•qbz.

Carter and Balsley[1982]. The situation is cloudedby the
(26) fact
that if p - 2, rather than 5/3, the shapeof the observed

Upon expressingr • in termsof the backgrounddensity• and
instantaneousdensityiS,equation(26) becomes

vertical velocity spectra is accurately predicted. Proponents
of a 5/3 law believe that this result is due to the effectsof
Doppler shifting. In Figure 6 we reproduceFigure 5, but
(•z/•) - (•z/•) _ w'
g
with p = 5/3. Changingthe valueof p hasa significanteffect
on the Stokesdrift calculation, roughly doubling the peak
The motionbecomesconvectively
unstablewhen the wave value. In fact, the valuesm. • 2.1 x 10-4 and 3.4 x 10-4

(•/•) +

- wire
+ c2N
•qb'z. (27)

m-• determined
by Smithet al. [1985]for summerPoker

densityfluctuations
becomelargeenoughsothat
•z

Flat spectra during two different years, are near the peak of
the Stokesdrift curves. However,the energydensitiesdeter-

g

p

(28) mined from the same observations are 2.6 x 103 and 1.3 x 103

Neglecting
the smallpressure
termin equation(27), condi- J/kg, respectively,still resulting in Stokesdrift valuesless
tion (28)impliesw• • w/re. Usingthe valuesAz• 6 km and than 4 cm/s.

w • 0.006s-•, wearriveat a verticalvelocity
magnitude
of
w' • 6 m/s.

We conclude

that

the Stokes drift

mechanism

does not

have the right magnitude to explain the size of the observed

Verticalvelocityfluctuation
magnitudes
aslargeas6 m/s downward summer mean velocity. The wave energy denmay well exist at times,but they seemimplausiblylarge sity would need to be roughly 10 times the observationally
over long-termaveraging.For example,a typical profile deducedvalue to get the required 30 cm/s. Moreover, we
of rms verticalvelocitiesin the polar summermesosphereemphasizeagain that evenif sucha large energydensitywere
from Czechowsky
et al. [1989]showsa rangefrom 1.1 to 1.7 realized,the effectwould needto turn off or greatly diminish

m/s. Uponmultiplication
byx/• weobtaintherange1.6to

in the nonsummer

2.4 m/s for the equivalentmonochromatic
amplitude.In a
morerelevantexample,Fritts and Yuan[1989]averaged8

vertical velocity observation. Meek and Manson [1989] see
no evidence for significantly reduced gravity wave activity

days of summer mesosphericdata from a 1986 Poker Flat

in the winter and therefore no reduction in the Stokes drift,
although it may be that the winter scattering mechanism
results in velocity measurements insensitive to the Stokes

campaign
to obtaina verticalvelocityvariance
of 6 m2/s2 in
the regionfrom 82 km to 89 km, whichgivesan equivalent
monochromatic
amplitudeof 3.5 m/s. In the samestudy,
Fritts and Yuan[1989]reporta meanverticalvelocityof 30
cm/sdownward,
consistent
withour4-yearaverage.These

months to be consistent with the mean

drift/Hall, 1991].
Aside from the downward mean vertical velocity and low
temperature, another well-documented unusual feature of

reportedverticalvelocityvariancesare too smallto produce the polar summer mesosphereis its extremely large VHF
the Stokesdrift necessaryto explainthe mean verticalveloc- radar cross section compared to other seasonsand latitudes.

ity. Now,3.5 m/s is not muchdifferentthan6 m/s, particu- Could these phenomena be related? A connection would
larly in light of uncertaintiesin wave parameters. Our main
point is that the 3.5 m/s equivalentmonochromaticamplitude actually comes from a spectrum of wavelengths and
frequencies. Most of the wavelengthsand frequencieshave
valuesofferingsmaller contributionsto the Stokesdrift than

have the desirable property that only summer downward
velocities need be explained.
The intensity of VHF radar scatter is likely due to the
ability of the plasma to structure at shorter scales than the

neutral gas [Kelley et al., 1987; Kelley and Ulwick, 1988].

50 km and 0.006s-•. Here,we merelynotethat evenif the

In order for this structuring to occur the ion gas must have
wave variations were concentrated near ideal wavelengths a diffusivity smaller than the neutral gas viscosity.The raand frequencies,they still fall a bit short of the magnitude tio of the viscosity to the passive scalar diffusivity is the

neededfor a 30 cm/s Stokesdrift. For a more quantitative Schmidtnumber$c, and Kelley et al. [1990]have reported
valuesas large as 100. Kelley et al. [1987]suggestedthat

comparisonof theory to experiment we considerthe results
for an observedspectrum of waves. By performing a Stokes
drift calculation as a function of observed wave spectral parameters, we by design allow for realistic wave amplitudes
in various frequency and wavelengthregimes.
Figure 5 is the result of the calculationsusing the spectral power laws correspondingto p = 2 and t = 3, values
that have been approximatelyimplicated in a recen•treport

low ion diffusivity could be produced by the large water
cluster ions that are known to exist in the polar summer
mesopauseregion. However, such clusters cannot become
large enough to produce Schmidt numbers much larger than

10 /Hall, 1990]. One possiblesolutionis the presenceof

from the MU radar in Japan [Muraokaet al., 1990]. In the

multiply charged aerosols. These aerosols, in addition to
enhancing$c, might also have mean vertical velocitiesquite
different than those of the neutrals and may well have ter-

figure the Stokesdrift is plotted versusm. for severalvalues

minal

,

velocities

on the order of the summer

observations.

In

of Eo. Muraokaet al. [1990]obtainm. • 10-s m-• and our companionpaper, Cho et al. [this issue]showin detail
E0 • 7 x 10a J/kg in their analysis
of the spectra.These the effect of the multiply charged aerosolson the plasma difvaluesgive a Stokesdrift lessthan I cm/s. Now, there are fusivity and hence the radar cross section. They also show
compellingtheoretical reasonsfor a-3 vertical wavenumber that the aerosol size required to produce $c ~ 100 is consispowerlaw. It arisesfrom a convectivelysaturated wave field tent with a terminal velocity of 30 cm/s.
One still needs to argue that the radar observesthe terdescription[Smithet al., 1987]as well as the Lumleybuoyancy range turbulencetheory [Lumley, 1964]. Moreover, minal velocity wT of the aerosol-laden plasma as the mean
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Doppler velocity. A 50-MHz radar is sensitiveto a 3-m structure in the electron density. As discussedin detail by Cho et

al. [this issue],it is our hypothesisthat a substantialfraction of the plasma density is provided by positively charged
aerosols. Roughly speaking, in order to keep the plasma
quasi-neutral an equivalent fraction of the electron gas must
mimic any structuring of the aerosoldensity.
Now, the very presenceof intense 50-MHz radar echoes
in the polar summer mesospheredemonstrates the existence
of strong 3-m structuring. For as long as a 3-m structure
exists, it will fall with the aerosols, as these aerosols comprise the plasma responsible for scatter. The structure will
also be influenced by many time scale motions in the neutral
atmosphere,but over a seasonthese motionsshould average

drift in the winter when the temperature is too high for the
necessaryion chemistry.
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